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SUMMARY

Prevent navigation to 
malicious websites 
through selectively 

rewriting URLs


Stop phishing attacks 
using malicious URLs, the 

primary source of most 
breaches


Pre-click and on-click 
contextual warning 

banners for end users

Block attacks that target 
your workforce to steal 

credentials with real-time 
protection against 

fraudulent sites and 
malicious links
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Organizations are not the only ones that have shifted the way they work in the midst of the 

pandemic - cybercriminals have taken this ‘new world’ head on, finding the switch to remote 

work a direct benefit. As the reliance on email communication for daily use has increased, the 

possibilities for cyber attacks have followed suit. 


Social engineering attacks have advanced; presenting a higher chance of getting past native 

security layers that have not implemented context nor content aware analysis technology. 

Taking a blanketed approach to email security is not a catch-all, and can actually do more 

harm than good as users inherently trust the security infrastructure in place; forgoing the need 

to think before acting. 


One click on a malicious link can cause irreparable damage to organizations across industries: 

financial, healthcare, IT, education. How you choose to protect your organization should also 

include the human workforce; where informational, education-based banners are proven best-

practices. As digital communication continues to increase, attackers use evasive techniques 

by embedding threats in URLs. More than 40% of malicious URLs come from legitimate 

domains, as bad actors look to embed threats within websites that are deemed trustworthy. 

URLs can change dynamically from benign to malicious, making it hard to classify based solely 

on static, policy based approaches that native security technology lean on. Due to the 

changing landscape of targeted email threats, it is imperative that bad URLs are rewritten and 

end users are safely redirected from fraudulent websites and continuously made aware of 

websites that are planted to steal credentials and sensitive data. 


Armorblox Advanced URL Protection analyzes URLs within inbound emails with malicious 

intent. Due to the increased use of cloud services, document sharing and API driven 

workflows, URLs have become more prevalent within email communications. This has made 

active scanning of URLs with dynamic analysis a priority when it comes to protecting 

organizations from sophisticated phishing and email attacks. Armorblox follows malicious 

URLs to the final destination to understand the content and threat to the end user. The biggest 

drawback in current URL protection tools is the fact that all URLs are automatically rewritten, 

without further analysis done to determine if the content is malicious. This blanketed approach 

results in end-user fatigue – ignoring all the rewrites and falling prey to the links, due to the 

assumption that all links are safe. Armorblox Advanced URL Protection also applies to URLs 

that have been rewritten by legacy SEG vendors, to prevent users from navigating to 

suspicious websites. Rewritten URLs, by Armorblox technology, appear as securelinks to end 

users as the design principle is to involve the end user in the fight against malicious URLs and 

provide clear, contextual explanation on why the end user was redirected.

Problem
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Benefit


Instead of rewriting all links, URLs are analyzed for malicious intent and rewritten if the landing page or content 

poses a threat to the end user. Through only selectively rewriting URLs, end users clearly see when URLs they 

recieve have been analyzed and contain malicious content. Bad URLs are rewritten to securelinks and if clicked will 

safely redirect the end user to a page that contains a contextual warning banner explaining why the page was 

blocked. Armorblox increases end user awareness of bad URLs within emails with contextual warning banners and 

educates end users through safe page redirects. Active rewriting of only bad URLs protects your human layer from 

compromise by reducing clicks from end users who assume all links are safe, while educating through multi-step 

informational warning banners.

Enforce safe redirects and increase end-user awarness by selectively rewriting malicious URLs

Block threats that use evasive techniques in embedded URLs and web pages using ML-driven analysis

Benefit


Advanced Machine Learning-driven analysis quickly identifies and blocks malicious links that try to evade native 

security controls. Attackers take advantage of the simplicity of creating domains through a dangerous means of 

attack. Armorblox uses dynamic analysis to look past domain legitimacy, analyzing content and context of emails 

and URLs to stop sophisticated attacks – so even embedded URLs do not go unnoticed. 


Once a malicious URL has been identified and rewritten to a securelink, organizations and end users will always be 

protected against intentional or accidental clicks on bad URLs and navigation to malicious web pages. Armorblox 

educates as well as exemplifies to end users the sophisticated elements of socially engineered email attacks. 

Prioritizing end-user education by providing insights and context, in real life, to prevent users from falling victim to 

targeted email attacks. 

Benefit


Real-time inspection and analysis of inbound emails to detect malicious links and fraudulent sites that target your 

workforce and steal sensitive data. With the advent of cloud services, valid phishing domains are created and 

taken down in minutes.


Combining Natural Language Understanding (NLU) and Machine Learning-based analysis, Armorblox detects and 

protects organizations against millions of known phishing threats and new malicious URLs instantly. Computer 

vision techniques identify fake login pages and analyze images in webpages for brands impersonated in phishing 

attempts. Additionally, URLs rewritten by other security solutions are decoded and followed to their final destination 

for dynamic threat analysis.

Prevent zero day attacks with real-time inspection and detection of malicious links in emails

In summary, Armorblox Advanced URL Protection combats phishing attacks by protecting organizations from millions 

of known malicious web pages while accurately detecting new phishing pages instantly, before damage is inflicted.

“2019 Webroot Threat Report,” Webroot, February 22, 2019, https://www-cdn.webroot.com/9315/5113/6179/2019_Webroot_Threat_Report_US_Online.pdf1
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